
BATTLE BUDDY

A battle buddy is a partner assigned to a soldier in the United States Army. Each battle buddy is expected to assist his
or her partner both in and out of combat.

Matthew Keeler 3. Army photo by Spc. If hundreds of soldiers were talked out of that darkness because their
squadmate became their best friend, I'll forever argue its merit, no matter how goofy it sounds calling another
grown-ass warfighter my "battle buddy. Granted, you'll eventually either become actual friends through the
process â€” or you'll swap to someone you're cooler with â€” but it opens the social gates for some of the shier
soldiers in the barracks. If your squad leader is happy, everyone's happy â€” or you should be terrified. Every
time a battle buddy dies, a piece of us dies. It will also recognize organizations for their service, or identify
areas for improvement. It's been proven that dumb stuff happens less frequently As with everything in the
Army, there have been studies upon studies that have analyzed the efficacy versus the cost of telling your
squad to be friends with one another. This relationship is much deeper than each of those relationships because
your life is in the hands of your battle buddy and theirs is in yours. Depends on the squad leader It makes sure
no one is left out Let's call the "battle buddy system" what it truly is â€” a forced-best-friend system. Army
photo by Sgt. We are all on the same team and we all have the camaraderie of knowing what it is like to put
our lives on hold and fight for our country. If someone slacks, slips or does not pay attention, that can be not
just one, but multiple lives. Hopefully, at least one of you listened to the safety brief. Everything else on this
list is all fine and dandy, but if just a single soldier is saved because they had just one person to talk to, the
program is a success. Send them to: www. It eliminates much of the stress of being an NCO Specialists and
below often miss the bigger picture when they're at the lowest rungs of the totem pole, but taking any kind of
weight off their shoulders is a blessing. The idea was to pair each troop with an assigned "best friend" â€” a
battle buddy â€” and that each pair would keep an eye on one another. Even when you are discharged from the
military and Uncle Sam seems to have forgotten you, your battle buddies are still there. We work hard to
maintain relevant information and resources, not only from non-profit organizations or government sources,
but from peer support networks, Caregiver Blogs, books of interest as well as general topics related to issues
the men and women who serve our nation face when returning to civilian life. Become a Registered User
Registration or Membership is not required for full access to all of the resources listed. Brian Johnston 5. Our
goal is for military resources listed to be relevant, easy to access, and organizations that have exhibited
integrity and honor in getting help to our heroes and their families. It's the least you can do for someone who'll
do the same for you. Combat is a team sport, where no one goes it alone. I know I will always have an angel or
two watching my back just as they did while they were alive. I will always miss and honor those that were
killed and injured while I was deployed in Afghanistan. If you would like be a representative in your
community, contact us and we will send you Battle-Buddy Info cards to pass out in your area and among your
friends. Keep up the good work. Help us spread the word! Our goal was to create a simple and intuitive site to
navigate â€” especially for those with injuries that may make it difficult to focus or to maintain attention span
UPDATES We are continually updating the site with new organizations as they are made known to us. There
is not always a way to help your battle buddy, but you always try find a way. Registration may take several
seconds. Drunk, American GIs being tossed into a foreign city without any means of figuring out how to get
back in time for formation is actually pretty common. Registration allows you to comment and review
organizations in our Directory. You do not have to physically serve with someone for them to be your battle.
You have changed, and you will never be the same person again. Your battle buddies know that, and they are
still there -- usually just a phone call, email or Facebook chat away -- no matter what. But, as much as soldiers
bemoan always having someone by their side â€” and the system's goofy name â€” it's actually brought about
plenty more benefits than downsides. Robert Taylor 2. Worst case scenario: You've got another person to help
you win a fist fight against some overzealous douchebag. Army photo by Staff Sgt. At its worst, soldiers end
up in trouble because their Blue Falcon of a squadmate decides to throw caution to the wind and do whatever's
on their mind. They are my battle buddies and now my angels that look out for me from above.


